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From the Editor
THE PRIMARY SOURCE

Hold the Door
I

am a criminal. I have unknowingly
committed a crime against half the
world’s population. I have perpetuated
ignorance and fostered antiquated hatred, and I am an enemy of modern
thought. I am all this because I hold
doors.
Or so one of my high school teachers
would have me believe. One day, I was
walking down the hall of my high school
when I spotted a female teacher walking
several feet ahead of me. Quickly striding in front of her, I grabbed the handle
of the door to the stairwell, and let her
through. She smiled as she passed and
returned to her classroom.
Another teacher witnessed the entire episode. As I made my way up the
stairs, he accosted me and demanded to
know why I stepped ahead to open the
door.
“I don’t know,” I began to answer
with cautious indecision. “I usually always hold doors for women.”
Pleading guilty was my first mistake.
“Oh really?” he exclaimed. “Are you
aware that you are preserving an ancient
sexist custom? You are confirming the
weakness of women by insisting upon
holding that door.”
He scolded me further before telling
me to think about my faux pas and storming back to his office.
Guilt overcame me. He was right. I
did not treat the sexes equally. I made a
concerted effort to hold doors for women.
I never called myself a feminist, yet I did
not hold doors to establish masculine
superiority. That’s just the way I was raised.
When I came to Tufts I found that in
the campus’ super-charged political atmosphere, my high school teacher’s opinion, which I found at the time to be
singularly progressive, is indeed a popular world view. And it had a name: political correctness. As a freshman and a
newcomer to anything political, my
door-holding habit became a liability.
Well-trained in my entranceway etiquette, I continued holding the door,
but felt more comfortable doing so pro-

vided she was holding several bulky
packages.
The true nature of PC was not revealed to me until the end of my first
year at Tufts. Someone tried to explain
the far-left phenomenon to me, professing that the movement’s objective was
to protect peoples’ sensitivities, essentially, to avoid hurting feelings. Yet, as
the SOURCE-reading faithful have seen,
and will see in the pages of this and
future issues, PC is more than left-leaning politesse—political correctness is
mind control.
Turn to page six. There you’ll find
a Commentary in which teachers abandon a literary classic because its protagonist is a rich, white male. Read the
article about President Bush’s new cabinet, and see how political correctness
affects our nation’s highest office. And
on page five, you’ll find a letter from a
woman so confused by PC, that when
she is alone at night and confronts a
menacing man who happens not to be
white, she must convince herself that
her fear is rooted in racism.
Does political correctness actually
prevent feelings from injury? Possibly,
but it seems that old-fashioned courtesy
does that just fine. Door-holding actually
performs a very PC task: keeping men in
their place. Requiring men to perform this
simple task is one of society’s checks on
unbridled masculinity. What could be
more humbling than giving your seat to a
female passenger, pushing in her chair at
a table, or simply opening a door? My
high school teacher would say that to
empower her would be to let the door slam
in her face.
Fear not ladies, especially those carrying several parcels—for every PC extremist ready to defend her against archaic
sexism, there’s a kind-hearted conservative willing to help you along your way.
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Letters
No End to Racism
Mr. Santorelli,
I cannot help but be very disturbed and scared by
your article in the December 7th issue of THE PRIMARY
SOURCE. There were some things that you said about
Jesse Jackson that I agreed with. But did you really
believe that “...People of every race and socio-economic
background became more worried about their stock
portfolios than their supposed mistreament by society.”
Many people, white and of color don’t have money for
a stock portfolios.
“...And today the country finds itself in relative
racial equilibrium.” Do you also believe that racism is
over in the United States? A man that tried to molest me
this summer used racist slurs to call me names. Have you
heard of the Chinese- American scientist, Wen Ho Lee?
Quote from US Senator Richard Shelby of Alabama
about the Lee case, “We’ve got to remember the Chinese
are everywhere, as far as our weapons systems, not only
in our labs that make our nuclear weapons and development, but also in the technology to deliver them. They’re
real. They’re here. And probably in some ways, very
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crafty people.” Do I need to tell you why this quote is
racist?
We grew up in a racist world. I admit that some of my
actions and thoughts are racist. At night, when a black
man crosses my path, I still have to remind myself that
my instincts to be scared are based on nothing but bais
[sic] and ignorance. I realize that your article was mainly
on Jesse Jackson, but the assumptions you made at the
beginning of the article are not based on facts at all.
Sincerely,
Angela Wong
The racial equilibrium to which Mr. Santorelli referred
was equality before the law, a condition of our democracy that did not exist even in our parents' lifetimes. The
racism practiced by Ms. Wong is a condition of fear. The
racism practiced by Senator Shelby is a condition of
ignorance. As long as the two exist, so too, unfortunately, will racism. There are those who try to fight it, and
then there are those who use it to their advantage, like Jesse
Jackson, who profits from fear and ignorance. —ed
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Commentary
PC Phonies Kill a Classic

T

he phonies he sought desperately to escape in J.D. Salinger’s
The Catcher in the Rye have defeated one of fiction’s most
celebrated characters, Holden Caulfield.
The Washington Post reports that many high schools are
ditching the classic tale because its main character is white, male,
and a privileged prep-schooler. Many politically correct educators
believe that their multi-cultural agenda has no room for Holden
Caulfield. Said one Virginia superintendent, “There are a lot of new
books, especially ones with wonderful Latino main characters and
wonderful African-American ones that kids can identify with for
more than just angst. They can also [bond] with the heritage, which
is better.”
Once maligned by conservatives for his foul-mouthed defiance, Salinger’s Caulfield has become a literary icon for troubled
youth. Ironically, those who have read Catcher can attest that
Caulfield’s race and social standing has little to do with the
narrative. Although the book was written over 40 years ago,
teenagers of today still identify with the character’s difficulty
accepting the adult world and resistance to the “phonies” he sees
around him.
Teen angst is timeless. The turbulence of adolescence knows no
color barrier. Yet political correctness places more importance on the
color of Caulfield’s skin than the comfort that his story might offer
to the modern adolescent reader. Through Salinger, Caulfield said it
best himself: “Certain things should stay the way they are. You ought
to be able to stick them in one of those big glass cases and just leave
them alone. I know that’s impossible, but it’s too bad anyway.”

Sorry Ms. Jackson

I

nappropriately invoking the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Jesse Jackson has long blamed black woes on white America. Now
he has contradicted his preaching through an irresponsible affair
with a staff member. Let us be clear that this was not a single misstep
by the Rev. Jackson, a single error of judgement. Rather, this affair

was a conscious effort enacted over several years.
Rev. Jackson has been quoted as saying, “It is in struggle and
service with our brothers and sisters, individually and collectively,
that we find the meaning of life.” One can only wonder how much
he knows regarding the “meaning of life” in light of the news of his
illegitimate child with Karin Stanford. If character can be defined
as what one does when no one is watching, Reverend Jackson has
failed miserably. He took no public responsibility for this child
until an impending tabloid article forced him to. His actions
contradict his message of community. To add to the growing
number of fatherless children and single mothers contradicts
Jackson’s quest for black economic success.
Jackson and his Rainbow/Push Coalition have fostered resentment in the black community against white society in situations
where black people exercise little control. But in a situation in
which he had total control, Jackson could not bring himself to do
what was right. Fathering a baby out of wedlock only to abandon
the mother and child (there is no father’s name on the birth
certificate) was immoral, not to mention contrary to improving the
welfare of blacks in the United States, who already suffer from a near
70% illegitimacy rate. Granted, Ms. Stanford carries some of the
guilt as well, but Reverend Jackson is a high profile leader who
seems to have neither qualms nor moral objections to this affair.
Stanford had an affair with her boss and subsequently lost her job
and was paid hush money to take the child and leave the state. Such
a relationship only degrades women. Patricia Ireland, where are you
now? Karin Stanford is out of the Rainbow Coalition; Jackson
remains. Why can’t she keep her job, too?
This man has fathered a child who, in spite of support payments
to the mother, remains fatherless. What assurance of future support
does this baby have? What respect does Jackson show for children,
when he will not be a father to his own flesh and blood? What respect
does he show for women when he forces the mother to corner him
with a DNA test to get support? What respect does he show for
family, when he tells his wife and other children to, in effect, “get
over it” and goes back to business as usual after one weekend of
"family mending?" A man who has displayed such a blatant
disregard for his own morality has no place dictating morality to
society. When he was acting as spiritual advisor to President
Clinton in the wake of the Lewinsky scandal, Jackson admonished the president’s attackers, saying that only those without
sin should dare to throw stones. Now he ought to take his own
advice. It’s time for Jesse to stop throwing stones and honor
his own child, and family. The Reverend Jackson has compromised his moral authority concerning human rights. It is
time for him to make reparations on a personal level.

Fire Starter

A

s Boston’s notoriously liberal Mayor Thomas Menino
walked into his State of the City speech several weeks
ago, a large group of men and women stood outside in protest,
challenging the mayor to renew their union contract. Their
numbers were impressive and they were inspiring in their
rallying, despite the fact that at least a quarter of their members
were absent—out fighting fires in the rest of the city.
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Boston’s fire department union, Local 718, has
been without a new contract for over a year and a half.
But this isn’t anything new. The last time their contract
was up, ten years ago, they had to wait five years before
the mayor would negotiate a new one. The firefighters’
widely criticized protests are a result of the union’s
second-class status behind the police department and
public school teachers. Bewildered Bostonians have
watched the protests in confusion and have turned to City
Hall for answers. The answers they got were troubling.
City Hall has painted a picture of selfish and obnoxious union behavior, citing a request for a 21-25% pay
increase—an astronomical number in comparison to the
scant 12% awarded to the teachers union. City Hall also
tugged at the city’s heartstrings by casually (but prominently) mentioning the fire department’s “legacy of
racism and sexism” while discussing their salary. This
alleged behavior on the part of the fire department would
be enough to make Boston turn its back on the men and
women who protect it.
The problem with this accusation is that it is false. Local 718
has only requested 12% over the course of three years—the same
deal that the teachers were given last fall. In addition, the firefighters
demanding a renewed contract are not just white males. Men and
women of all ethnic backgrounds are asking for their fair share of
the city’s resources. To suggest that the contract demands are
racially motivated is at best ridiculous and at worst a dangerous
accusation.
Menino has irritably told the union, a group that he calls an
“old-boys network,” that he cannot “re-mortgage” the city so
firefighters may receive a long-awaited pay increase. Yet he has
found within Boston’s largest budget in years enough money to
offer the Red Sox several million dollars toward a new ballpark.
Sticking to a political agenda, no matter how liberal, is never
worth denying earned payment to the men and women charged with
protecting the inhabitants of a city. This kind of disrespect for one
of the most dangerous occupations in the world results in low
morale in firefighters' ranks. Allowing a pay increase to Boston’s
firefighters helps ensure cooperation and teamwork, the fundamental glue that holds an engine or ladder company together in the face
of the horrors they witness everyday.

A Fond Farewell

I

n a final act of excess from an administration marked by excess,
President Clinton’s outgoing White House staff created an estimated $200,000 in damage. Although the Bush administration
does not officially acknowledge anything more specific than “W”
keys missing from over 100 computers as part of their “no whining,
no excuses” policy, news sources ranging from the Washington
Times to the infamous Drudge Report confirm that the damage went
above and beyond petty vandalism. In addition to destroying
keyboards, the Clinton staffers allegedly cut power lines, disabling
entire departments. They also allegedly scrambled phone lines,
infected computers with viruses, glued shut filing cabinets, scrawled
lewd messages on walls in magic marker, and left pornography

mixed in with blank paper. Clearly, these were the acts of a bitter
and soon to be unemployed bureaucracy.
This outrageous behavior was not limited to the White House
or to lower-level Clinton officials. Following George W. Bush’s
inauguration, the new president graciously flew the former president and his personal staff to their home in New York on Air Force
One. This “farewell flight” for President Clinton was uneventful
until the return flight when a crewman discovered the airplane had
been stripped of its silverware, salt and pepper shakers, blankets,
pillowcases, and precious porcelain china—all of which bore the
presidential seal. This outright theft of government property by
Clinton’s personal staff, which no doubt will be replaced using
taxpayer money, is further testament to the moral looseness that
pervaded the former president’s administration.
Perhaps the most heinous of the Clinton administration’s 11th
hour crimes can be attributed to none other than the former chief
executive. The ex-president pardoned 140 people including former
cabinet member Henry Cisneros, disgraced Clinton era CIA chief
John Deutch, Clinton’s brother Roger, former Clinton business
partner and major Whitewater scandal figure Susan McDougal, and
wealthy financier Marc Rich. Although Rich is an international
criminal wanted by the Department of Justice for crimes including
racketeering, tax evasion, and dealing with Iran during the embargo
of the early 1980s, Clinton allowed the fugitive to return to the
United States with full voting privileges from his exile in neutral
Switzerland. The full pardon for Rich is questionable at best,
especially when one notes that his ex-wife is a major Democratic
party fund-raiser and Hillary Clinton campaign supporter. Although Clinton defended his actions by saying that Rich has “paid
for his crimes in full,” even Democrats have come forward to
question pardoning a criminal with such heinous crimes. Thus the
Clinton era mercifully ends, not without some final blows to the
dignity of the Office of President of the United States of America.
Still, one must take heart that the moral shortcomings of William
Jefferson Clinton are no longer the burden of the citizens of this great
nation, but rather the sheriff’s office in Chappaqua, New York. ❑
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

state. In addition, Eleanor Roosevelt’s statue won’t be wearing
fur, she’ll be munching it.

PS A South Carolina beer thief had his getaway foiled when his
PS Rampaging White House employees left the Bush administra- car ran out of gas. On the plus side, the man didn’t have time to get
tion with a $200,000 damage bill to pay for the destruction of
federal property. Bush plans to pay for the damage by charging
admission to the first 50 executions of 2001.

PS The Robert E. Lee High School marching band from Midland,
Texas (Dubya’s hometown) changed its name to avoid controversy when band members came to play at the inaugural. The
young musicians were surprised when White House personnel
also asked their mascot, Kasper the Kindly Klansman, to stay at
home.

PS Al “But I Won the Popular Vote” Gore has taken a position as
a professor of journalism at Columbia University. Gore is a
journalism expert thanks to the entire Washington Press Corps,
who served on his campaign.

PS Gore isn’t worried about working in Harlem, except for the
eight percent of the community that voted for Bush.

PS Former NFL wide receiver and soon-to-be wider receiver Rae
Carruth was sentenced to eighteen years in prison for conspiracy
to commit homicide in assisting in the drive-by shooting of his
girlfriend and unborn child. The National Abortion Federation
praised his effort, but said his technique was “a little sloppy.”

PS Crazy zoophiles at People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals are urging Coca-Cola to stop a plan to market milk
products to children because PETA claims that most minorities are
lactose intolerant. Yet most conservatives are PETA intolerant,
and we digest them just fine!

PS Sadly, Tuftonians, our beloved school president is leaving
Tufts for greener pastures and bigger General Motors products.
With that in mind, we present:
Top Ten Suggested DiBiaggio Replacements
10. One of his wee Westie terriers
9. The other of his wee Westie terriers
8. John Ashcroft
7. Patricia Ireland
6. Kathy Ireland
5. Clarence Thomas
4. Katherine Harris
3. Ariel Sharon
2. Mike Capuano
1. Whoever Harvard Rejects as Their President

PS Thanks to the crusading of disabled groups, a memorial to FDR
on the Mall in Washington DC depicts the president in his
wheelchair even though he spent his life hiding his paraplegic
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busted for drunk-driving.

PS In more distinguished Carolina news, a pair of siblings both
scored a 1600 on their SATs. Officials believe it’s the only
scoring the kids will do for years to come.

PS Officials at New York’s Chautauqua County Jail have issued
prisoners zebra-striped coveralls, pink underwear and bright
orange footwear in order to make inmates more readily identifiable. Prisoners are concerned, complaining that horizontal
stripes “make us look fat.”

PS A Florida man was caught breaking into a prison, in order,
he claims, to see his girlfriend. Apparently he couldn’t get
enough of her pink undies and bright orange shoes.

PS In international hilarity, a Tokyo man was arrested and fined
a helluva lot of yen after he molested the bride and assaulted the
groom at a wedding he was attending. The man was sentenced
to thirty days in prison and ritualistic disembowelment.

PS Cabbies in New Jersey’s capitol of Trenton may soon have
to pass tough etiquette standards in addition to standard driving
tests. Included in the new law is the requirement that all drivers
apologize for the State of New Jersey.

PS Alabamans had reason to rejoice as the state’s Faulkner
University began building its College of Biblical Studies.
Courses such as “Cross-Burning 101,” “How to Harm Those
Different From You,” and “Marriage and the Missionary Position” will augment classes already taught in Alabama’s public
schools.

PS An Alaskan man on his snowmobile tried to make high-speed
friends with a moose and met with predictable results. Authorities are urging citizens to report any sightings of a hoofed
mammal on a Kawasaki.

PS Proud papa Jesse Jackson saw his annual Wall Street charity
gala draw only half its usual crowd this year, although our most
recent former president was in attendance, minus his wife. The
two then went on the biggest interracial drugs-and-women binge
since Eminem and Dr. Dre.

PS Vintage hard-rocker Ozzy Osbourne has recognized his
vintage status and employed makeup artists to take away the
years of drugs and Satanism for his upcoming documentary. The
new Ozzy bites the heads off bats with the verve and youthfulness of a twenty-five-year-old.

PS In other rock star vanity news, Mick Jagger used similar
trickery to have a “tan” painted onto his ancient, multi-sexual,
cadaverous body. Jagger then joined Keith Richards and several
eightballs of cocaine for a party with Bill Clinton and Jesse
Jackson.

PS As every last human knows, George W. Bush is now our
president. While certain unnamed SOURCErs find this unfortunate,
in general the SOURCE rejoices in having a Republican back in the
Nation’s highest office. And, so without further intro rambling,
here comes:
Top Ten Things We Look Forward to Under the New Bush
10. Pissing off liberals
9. Feeling smarter by virtue of comparison
8. Many more public efforts at adult literacy
7. Younger presidential daughters, and more of ‘em!
6. Having a president too drunk to possibly be fellated by an intern
5. Having a president who has to ask what “fellated” means
4. More lines than the outside of a Soviet-Era bakery
3. Appreciating 1989 all over again
2. Renewed interest in big bombs, big executions, and big wangs
1. Excuses to use expressions like “New Bush”

PS An Arkansas man narrowly avoided a big-time jail sentence
when the state Supreme Court said he was unlawfully arrested with
79 pounds of marijuana. When questioned about the decision, the
Arkansas Chief Justice commented, “Yeah, well, that case was,
like, interesting…got any Fritos?”

PS Residents of a swanky NYC apartment building have instituted a Clinton-ban due to the disruptive Secret Service presence
the couple constantly requires. The ban will have little effect on
Bill Clinton, since he always sneaks in through the back door
anyway.

PS Because New York is as important as all other places combined, here’s another joke about that fair city: A Midtown art
gallery is holding a Survivor-style showing, where the least
favorite works are voted out and the winner gets the whole gallery
for his or herself. The category, of course, is “Most Evocative Use
of the Christianity and Excrement Milieu.”

☞ Putting the “ass” in astrophysics: Tufts
physics prof Gary Goldstein leads
a legion of leftists to protest the
Bush administration at the Park
Street T-stop. There’s no better way
to start a revolution than pestering
Green and Red Line commuters… Diversity is our strength? Number of female authors featured on cover of the
English Department Spring Course
Guide: Ten (out of 17). Number of courses
on female authors offered this semester:
Three (out of 57)… What’s the definition of irony? The Tufts
Christian Fellowship is hosting a seminar called “A World
Safe for Diversity.” And you thought confession was just for
Catholics.
☞ Great horny toads! Kasia Ozga writes in the Observer that
abstinence education “limits not only an individual’s right to
choose, but his or her right to know that a choice exists.” Why
do liberals think sex is a teacher’s responsibility? Guess the
Ozgas didn’t tell little Kasia where babies come from… A
female student named Megan tells the Daily, “I feel stronger
and somewhat validated because casual sex is easier to come
by in college, and I haven’t ‘sold out’ just to lose my virginity.” THE ELEPHANT congratulates this Jumbo and her firm
principles and wonders if Megan is interested in teaching
Abstinence 101 in the Ex-College… Downhill went dark last
week when a power failure struck the lower campus for over
two hours. While most students sat alone in the dark, we have
a pretty good idea how Kasia and the Observer passed the time.
☞ Inhaling too many fumes in the lab? Chemical Engineering
prof Jerry Meldon tells the Daily, “the administration has an
obligation to showcase eminent individuals whose points of
view lie neither on the right nor the far right.” THE ELEPHANT
cries foul. Kweisi Mfume, Cornel West, Patricia Ireland,
Maulana Karenga, Angela Davis, Jesse Jackson, George
Mitchell, and Bill Bradley are anything but arch-conservatives… If Meldon argues for a balanced roster of speakers, we
can only concur—send more conservatives.
☞ THE ELEPHANT never forgets.

There's a sucker born every minute.
One of these suckers is the owner of this Playstation2 box (pictured at left). Anxious to get
her hands on the newest video game craze, this computer-savvy lady logged onto eBay to
search for the hard-to-find Sony system and found an item listed as “Playstation2 Originial
Box & Receipt.” At the relatively reasonable price of $405, she quickly made her bid and
won. When her item arrived, however, she was in for a nasty surprise.
From the auction's seller's feedback: “Buyer beware!!! Misleading information about item.
Paid $425 for an empty box!”
The seller's response: “I sent what was promised in the auction.”
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Now that Clinton is gone, the time is
now for missile defense.

The Best Defense
by Jonathan Perle

A

fter eight years of an administration United States is far behind where it should
that has been so soft and wishy-washy be in missile defense research, and America’s
about missile defense that it thought ABM enemies may benefit from this error to our
was a misspelling of the Archer Daniels detriment. Last Sunday’s edition of the LonMidland acronym, the United States finally don Daily Telegraph reports that Saddam
has a president and national defense staff Hussein has in his possession two nuclear
that understands that appeasement and weak- weapons. Even if this information is inaccuness never lead to security. For the last eight rate at the moment, given the status of the
years, the Democratic party and members of Iraqi effort to acquire nuclear weapons, this
Congress who failed to study and learn from situation may soon be a reality.
history ignored misWhile Hussein
sile defense. Atdoes not yet possess
The United States should be the long-range intempting to avoid
the controversial iswell on its way to fielding a tercontinental balsue, the Clinton adlistic
missiles
sea-based missile defense
ministration put forneeded to deliver
system with space-based
ward missile defense
nuclear weapons,
proposals designed
sensors in support. Instead, his missile program
to leave America
is probably second
our program has languished priority only to his
with the worst system possible, and
nuclear program.
on the ground—both
thereby placate
long can it be
literally and figuratively— How
Russia and other
before Hussein is
and a great deal must be
potential aggresable to couple his
sors.
nuclear weapons
done to catch up.
This has had diwith a missile casastrous results for
pable of hitting the
the national security of the United States. Eastern seaboard? Fortunately for Tufts stuWhile America should have been vigor- dents, with only two missiles Hussein will
ously pursuing sea-based defense systems, probably opt to hit Washington and New
progress on missile defense has been stunted York and will be unable to attack Boston; but
by President Clinton’s strict adherence to how long before he acquires more weapons?
the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. What It is quite possible that within a few years the
the United States currently possesses is in- United States will be held hostage to nuclear
tense research of a second-rate ground-based blackmail from Iraq or North Korea, and we
system, which, if ever produced, will turn will be unable to stop it. Given Hussein’s
out to be the costly blunder about which gentle past, I would not wish to be the person
missile defense detractors have speculated who decides to call his bluff.
for many years.
The United States should be well on its
Unfortunately, President Bush and the way to fielding a sea-based missile defense
American people will inherit the poten- system with space-based sensors in support.
tially disastrous consequences of the Clinton Instead, our program has languished on the
administration’s policies. At this point, the ground—both literally and figuratively—
and a great deal must be done to catch up.
Mr. Perle is a junior majoring in
The Bush administration has a chance to
Political Science.
correct the grave policy mistakes that the
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Clinton administration has so efficiently
and foolishly foisted upon the American
people.
The first thing that the administration
must do is fully fund sea-based missile defense solutions, based upon the current Aegis
fleet. Second, research into space-based
weapons needs to begin, and space-based
sensors need to be fielded as soon as possible. Russian fears about a U.S. missile
defense system (which seemed to be more
important to the Clinton administration than
the security concerns of U.S. citizens) should
be addressed, but not at the expense of
American security. Russia is not an enemy
of the United States anymore, and even if it
were, the limited NMD system that the United
States would field could in no way threaten
a Russia armed with 500 missiles, let alone
the more than 1,500 it will most likely keep
in its arsenal.
Unless George W. Bush and his Defense
Department undertake the task to field a
serious NMD system soon, the United States
will face a series of threats from small powers
that would be all but impotent, except for
the one or two nuclear weapons they possess. The Bush administration should scorn
the currently proposed land-based system
as it will be useless to defend us against any
nation with even one or two nuclear weapons. Saddam Hussein reads the papers and
gathers intelligence; he will know whether
our NMD system works or not. Spending
100 billion dollars on a good system will
make him think twice; wasting ten times
that amount on a bad system will do nothing
❑
to enhance our security.

Will we be ready?
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3) How many buttons do you
wear on your backpack?
1. None. I carry a briefcase.
2. One to ten
3. More than ten (Add three
points for each bumper sticker)
4) If an Observer writer asks you

O

N

9) When you killed your child, it
was:
1. A handgun accident
2. An abortion

Circle the answer that best fits your response.

2) Have you ever stolen anything
from the GAP because you
refuse to sponsor a corporation?
0. I own a corporation.
1. I have a preferred customer
card at Brooks Brothers.
2. No
3. Yes, stolen chinos are in this
month.

I

1. 1956
2. 1969
3. 1984

THE PRIMARY SOURCE Proudly Presents

1) An otherwise fresh ballot has a
chad punched next to George W.
Bush’s name. For whom was the
vote cast?
1. George W. Bush
2. The voter intended to vote for
Al Gore, but missed.
3. It doesn’t matter because the
two major parties are controlled
by the same corporate interests.
0. It doesn’t matter unless the
voter has paid the poll tax and
passed a literacy test.

T

to write an Observation, you:
2. Thank him/her, and say "Yes"
1. Say "No"
0. Respond "No" using a series
of crude grunts and slow hand
signals
5) Did you pay attention in your
World Civ course?
1. Never
2. Almost never
6) Which of the following do
you consider to be art?
1. Mona Lisa
2. Anything by Fiona Apple
3. A feces-smattered rendition
of the Virgin Mary
7) What government program
should the Republicans cut first?
3. The military industrial
complex
1. Medicare
1. Social Security
1. The IRS
1. The United Nations
0. Bill and Hillary’s
Secret Service
protection
8) You’d rather be in:

10) What goes into the
commingled papers recycle bin?
4. Commingled papers
3. Aluminum cans, glass bottles
2. Trash
1. All trash except commingled
papers
0. Asbestos
11) Rage Against the Machine is:
1. Vacuuming my car
2. Sadly no more
3. Too mainstream
12) When you hear the word
"Carlis," you think of:
1. The last time your Beemer
was in the shop
2. Your fearless leader, a.k.a. Il
Duce
3. The guy who offered you
funny smelling Kool-Aid when
the cops broke up your last sit-in
13) When you see an interracial
couple, you:
1. Smile, and go about your
business
2. Congratulate them for
resisting racist
stereotypes
3. Take a photo for
your scrapbook/Daily
feature
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14) Have you ever argued that
something should exist because
every European country has it?
1. No
2. Yes
3. Shhh… you’re interrupting
the soccer match.
Gooooooooooooooal!
15) What was the most
surprising aspect of the Supreme
Court’s recent ruling that the
Boy Scouts can exclude gay
Scoutmasters?
2. A slim but reactionary
majority is undoing the social
progress made by the Warren
Court.
1. There are heterosexual
Scoutmasters.
16) Who should be George W.
Bush’s first Supreme Court
appointee?
3. A Justice who promises to
protect a woman’s right to
choose
1. Robert Bork
1. Kenneth Starr
0. Axl Rose
17) Who should
be the next face
on Mount
Rushmore?
4. Bill Clinton
3. John F.
Kennedy
2. Jacqueline
Kennedy
1. Ronald Reagan
0. Charles Murray and
Richard J. Hernnstein
18) You are least likely to have a
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random hook-up with:
0. A member of the Coalition
1. The a cappella guy who does
the "Tsk, Tsk"
percussion noises
19) As a freshman,
what did you buy at
the poster fair?
3. Poster of Che
Guevara, Fidel
Castro, or other
revolutionary
leader
2. Reproduction
of "The Kiss" by
Gustav Klimt
1. Dime bag from
local Somerville teens
0. "Driver’s license" from the
Wren Hall fake-ID ring
20) What is the proper way to
wear a baseball cap?
2. Backwards
1. Forwards
0. When playing baseball
21) When you hear the
name Jerry, you think:
1. Lawler
2. Seinfeld
3. Garcia
22) Calista Flockhart:
3. Destroys the selfimage of young women,
even those who have never
heard of her
2. Is hot, but could stand
to eat a sandwich
1. Is hot
0. Is getting a little chubby
23) Who is Bill Clinton’s
favorite porn star?
3. Jenna Jameson
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2. Jasmine St. Claire
1. Wendy Whoppers
0. Bill Clinton
24) Have you ever
argued that
monopolies are bad
if it’s Microsoft
but good if it’s the
Post Office?
1. No
2. Yes
3. I own a Mac.
25) Cigars are:
1. Cool
2. Unhealthy
3. A useful sexual
device
4. A vast, right-wing conspiracy
26) The greatest problems facing
America in the new millennium
are:
1. Economic recession, poverty,
increasing violence, failing
public schools, poor race
relations, and an ever-coarsening
pop culture
2. John Ashcroft
27) Rosie O’Donnell is:
0. The reason I doubled my last
NRA donation
1. Fat
2. A better actor than Charlton
Heston
28) Where do you think is the
best place for a Palestinian state?
5. Israel
1. The nineteenth century
29) What do you think is the
most important invention of the
20th century?
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3. The Internet, by Al Gore
2. The Polio vaccine, by Jonas
Salk
1. Fresh Rollwipes, the
moisturized toilet paper, by
Cottonelle
0. The A-bomb
30) Of the following, you’d
prefer having a drink with:
1. Groucho Marx
2. Marky Mark
3. Karl Marx
31) Who is the
most
accomplished
woman on the
Supreme Court?
2. Ruth Bader
Ginsburg
1. Sandra Day
O’Connor
0. David Souter
32) Do you know where to find
the Office of Equal Opportunity?
1. No
2. Yes, it’s the separate-butequal door in Bendetson.
3. Yes, I work there.
33) In 2005, Bill Clinton will be:
0. In prison, with a bad case of
the clap
1. A historical footnote
2. "First Gentleman"
34) Peace and Justice Studies is:
1. Good, because it gets all
those kids who don’t shower out
of my classes
2. A waste of my tuition dollars
3. The only reason I went to
Tufts
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35) Women’s Studies is:
3. My major
2. Something having to do with
studying a broad?
1. Available at
www.barelylegal.com
36) Freedom of speech is good:
1. Because otherwise SOURCE
members would be in the gulag
2. But shouldn’t apply to people
who disagree with me
3. Because it gives me the right
to burn the SOURCE
37) Jesse Jackson is:
1. A race-baiting
demagogue
2. A freedom fighter
3. My dad
38) If you don’t like
Communism but are in a
Communist country, you:
2. Die
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2. My social life
3. A new world order
42) Tufts is thinking of changing
its name. What should it call
itself?
2. The People’s College of
Medford/Somerville University
1. Fleet Bank University
0. Bob Jones University
43) PETA stands for:
1. People Eating Tasty Animals
2. People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals
3. Truth, justice, and the
American way
44) Colin Powell:
1. Is an honorable general
2. Is an expensive public speaker
3. Can’t make peace

40) Have you ever played
beer pong with Armand
Mikune-Santos?
2. No
1. Yes

45) Which statement sums up
your views on Operation: Desert
Storm:
1 . Colin Powell is a great
American, and it’s nice to
have him back in public
service.
2. No blood for oil
0. Maybe it was done for
the wrong reasons, but
really there are no wrong
reasons to bomb
Saddam.

41) Tufts
Students
Against
Discrimination
is:
0. Lucky they
got away with
trespassing
1. Four words

46) Have you ever
decried apathy?
0. Oh, I don’t care.
1. No
2. Yes
47) TCF deserves:
1. The right to
discriminate
2. The right to freedom of

39) Mumia Abu-Jamal should be:
1. Fried
2. Freed
3. Dating my sister
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speech and religion
3. The right to remain silent
48) The School of the Americas:
2. Is where I am regularly beaten
and arrested
1. Is where I perfected my aim
0. Is my alma mater
49) The Bible is:
-1. A literal account of history
0. The most important work of
literature in Western history
3. Flammable
50) Have you ever attended a
concert hosted by the Dalai
Lama?
0. Who’s the Dalai Lama?
1. No
2. Yes
…with Richard Gere present?
3. Yes
51) Petitions are:
0. A pathetic and divisive attempt
by leftists to garner support for a
cause
1. A telling indicator of campus
opinion
2. The result of the death of a
tree friend
52) Jesus was:
1. The Savior
2. Didn’t he play shortstop for
the Mets?
3. A black guy
53) When you are walking down
a dark alley and a thug
approaches, you:
1. Walk comfortably, fondling
the butt of your concealed
handgun
2. Run for your life
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3. Only run if he is white
because you wouldn’t want to be
mistaken for a bigot
54) Your definition of Must-See
TV is:
0. Firing Line with William F.
Buckley
1. Hardball with Chris Matthews
2. The View
3. Cleo the Psychic’s
Infomercial
4. Anything on Lifetime
55) Do you ever find yourself
wondering:
3. If it's not fun, why do it?
2. How many licks does it
take...?
1. How much can you know
about yourself if you've never
been in a fight?
0. Who is John Galt?
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56) For Wendell Phillips this
year, I will nominate:
1. Brian Finkelstein
2. Craig Waldman
3. Julie Catalano
4. Mumia, via satellite
O. Mark Sutherland
57) After merging with
McDonald’s, Microsoft is using
a fleet of Ford SUVs to pave an
old-growth forest to make room
for a Starbucks and a Home
Depot. How do you feel about
that?
4. [Cough… sputter… groan…]
3. Save the whales!
2. This problem could be solved
by campaign finance reform.
1. I can’t wait to go, as long as I
don’t have to take public
transportation.

Scoring
Add together the numbers corresponding to the answers you
circled, including questions for which you circled two or more
responses. Now see where you fall:
45 and under: You bleed red, white, and blue.
46 to 70: You know, the SOURCE is always looking for new
writers.
71 to 95: You signed the TSAD petition, but you didn't read it.
96 to 120: Hey—didn't we see you in a tent outside
Bendetson?
121 to 145: You probably paid attention at "Many Stories, One
Community."
146 to 160: Show us your rubber bullet scars!
161 and higher: It's a good thing you hate corporate America,
because you'll never get a job with that Women's Studies major.
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ries and thus ended any chance at moral
reconciliation for the entertainment industry. With Survivor came a tidal wave of
imitations trying to top each other. TV producers scrambled across the globe like Susan Sarandon looking for a protest: they
took on anything that sounded remotely
substantial.
The phenomenon that was Survivor
was unprecedented in the television indusSantorelli
try. It caught fire like California brush and
continues to burn. Why do people enjoy
ity, one naïve country girl, a good-looking watching this show so much? Is there some
male and female, and one loser; stir with sort of sado-masochistic fulfillment derived
controversy and pettiness and allow to sim- from watching people scratch their bug bites
mer for a few months. What we get is a dish and eat rats? The psychological aspect has
as repulsive and indistinguishable as the been unfairly overanalyzed, as the strategy
cream sauce from Golden Light. By giving is nothing more than a simple playground
these people the
sentiment: “You watch
Recipe for a Reality Show: out for me and I’ll watch
chance to act on a
national stage, all
out for you.” Those enadd to a beautifully lavish
we get to hear is
tertained by Survivor
house one flamboyant
self-promotion,
must have never read
homosexual, one angry
candid and pointbooks like Robinson
less information
minority, one naïve country Crusoe and Lord of the
like when Sally
Flies because the show’s
girl, a good-looking male
lost her virginity
contestants are too noror when Danny
and female, and one loser;
mal and far too civilized.
started to think
There is no sense of fear
stir with controversy and
about boys.
or psychological change
pettiness and allow to
Eventually,
exhibited by anyone on
MTV’s corner on
this show. Having the
simmer for a few months.
the reality televismiling host and a city of
sion market was lost. Tactless executives at producers and cameramen close by alleviFox decided to bring alleged reality to prime ates the fear of danger and death. Thus,
time by sponsoring such classic specials as Survivor is nothing more than the Real
When Animals Attack and Real Police World on a tropical island.
Chases. Not only is a deer attacking someFox decided to get in on the action by
one or a criminal being beaten by the police creating Temptation Island, a melodrama
not funny, it is also sickening. But apparently crocodiles gnawing off peoples’ arms
and bear maulings boost ratings. And what
about the epitome of shame, Who Wants to
Marry a Multimillionaire? Only in America
can someone as trashy and pathetic as Darva
Conger (the disgruntled newlywed) garner
the sympathy of millions of viewers with her
tearful confession that she really didn’t love
her newly acquired Sugar Daddy. Instead,
she decided to capitalize on her new found
stardom via the pages of Playboy. And all
she wanted was to be on TV. Isn’t that the
American Dream?
Surprisingly, however, mindless animal attacks and cop chases grew stale and
the desire arose for more “real” television. In
order to satiate these sadistic yearnings, Watching the show was worse than a
CBS created the indomitable Survivor se- thousand servings of barbecued rat.

What happens when TV producers believe art imitates life?

Reality Bites
by Michael
This week on Survivor 9: Allan gets eaten by
what we think is some sort of crocodile;
Shannon and Larry get it on in the tree hut
much to the chagrin of a jealous Matt, who
proceeds to set fire to the food supply; a
nude (and still gay) Richard Hatch makes
an unprecedented eighth return to the show
to participate in the ever-popular immunity
challenge, “The Mud Tunnel”; and our first
non-human contestant, Charlie the Chimp,
gets into more trouble by once again confusing food with feces.

I

s this what our society calls entertainment? After this year’s “reality” television binge, it goes without saying that the
average American can probably name all
sixteen Survivors before he or she could
name the new Vice President (“Isn’t he that
old guy?”). In an effort to add realism to the
entertainment industry, someone decided
to recreate Robinson Crusoe and televise it
with a soap-opera twist. And so began
television’s hottest new trend. But is it so
new?
A few years ago, MTV decided to throw
seven strangers into a loft in New York City
to see what would happen. The result was
The Real World—an ironic title, considering not all MTV viewers live in mansions
with six beautiful people and have no worries except their sexual frustrations. Maybe
the show’s first season could be seen as a
daring social experiment to try to determine
what makes a Gen-X adult tick. But, drunk
on its success, MTV could not help but
exploit its brainchild by continuing to shove
episode after episode in our faces. Each new
season of Real World and Road Rules is as
formulaic as every other MTV enterprise.
The recipe for success goes something like
this: add to a beautifully lavish house one
flamboyant homosexual, one angry minorMr. Santorelli is a junior majoring in
English.
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whose plot resembles the dream of every
pubescent boy. The show promises to give
uncertain couples the chance to “test” their
relationship’s strength by being put on an
island full of Barbie and Ken dolls and
seeing if their partners can resist the temptation of cheating. The only challenge for
the audience will be resisting the urge to
vomit. Isn't Temptation Island the worst
place to go to test your relationship? Any
man who has even the slightest doubts about
his relationship will jump ship the moment
he sees one of the island’s sexy sirens. There
is no erotic value to the show—all we see are
dejected and confused contestants crying
over the infidelity of their loved ones. Should
they have expected their partners to wear
iron underpants? Temptation Island is an
insipid show with less value than a dining
dollar, deserving a permanent place in the
entertainment industry’s Hall of Shame.
If the average American wants a real
reality show, then why not give it to them.
Here are my suggestions: Survivor 3: A
Conservative at Tufts—how long can the
SOURCE tribe fight the evils of the Left? Will
liberals fashion tree branches into crude
signs of protest? Will the vegan eat a rat to
stay alive? Real World, Harlem—try sending your over-privileged white boys and
flamboyant gays here. Temptation Island 2,
starring Bill Clinton and Jesse Jackson.
Absurd? Yes. Beyond the bounds of television stupidity? Probably not.
The human need to displace our inner
turmoil is nothing new. Our society is characterized by an undefinable anxiety to emulate and live a life that is not ours. The
world’s first reality show was staged in the
Roman Coliseum. Ancient gladiators
battled and performed to inspire within
people a strong sense of national pride and
a distraction from harsh realities. Modern
Americans also find solace in escapism,
whether it be through alcohol, drugs, sports,
reading, or meditation. But to succumb to
the tempting yet disgusting darkness of
voyeurism is where the sophisticated
viewer ought to draw the line. Taking pleasure in watching someone else live a life
you’ve imagined does not allow you to
escape. Such fascinations only provide a
temporary escape from real life’s problems.
What makes Americans better than the
Romans who took so much pleasure in the
deaths of other human beings? At least we
can change the channel or turn off the
❑
television.

The pro-choice movement relies upon nonsensical and
dehumanizing rhetoric.

A Right Not
to Kill
by Stephen Tempesta

I

f laws were designed simply to be concerning abortion. Legally a fetus is not
moral, then abortion laws would not exist. human until its head leaves the mother’s
Our government has adopted a position of body, after which it is legally alive. Two
defending irresponsibility. People make inches before and it is considered “tissue.”
mistakes and the government enacts laws to Can it be said, therefore, that the second
protect them; in the case of unplanned before birth the baby is not a human, but
pregnancy, abortion is the proverbial eraser some strange mixture of cells? Some argue
on the pencil. However, a contradiction that the fetus is not a human unless it can
exists in our nation
survive on its own;
as to how to treat
still, there have
Abortion proponents do
the fetus—whether
been several docuas human or not.
mented cases where
not provide facts, simply
This bitter defetuses as young as
day-old rhetoric and
bate within the
three-and-a-half
abortion contromonths old were reaccusations that pro-lifers
versy has taken a
moved from the
are trying to enslave
more conservative
mother’s womb and
women and simply make
bend with the crewere able to suration of Fetal
vive. Consider a
them baby factories.
Rights—laws that
situation in which a
protect the unborn.
child is dependent
Nineteen states have enacted laws that au- on a mother for survival after a natural
tomatically invalidate a “right-to-die” liv- disaster. Is the mother justified in killing
ing will for a woman if she gets pregnant; her child to allow foraging for one? Of
eleven other states invalidate such a docu- course not; therefore, the argument of the
ment if birth is possible, saying that the fetus not being human until it rids itself of
mother cannot refuse life-saving care if the dependency is flawed and incorrect.
baby can be successfully delivered. Clearly
Another popular argument states that
this shows that several states are defending it is the woman’s body and she can do
the rights of the unborn, which is in direct whatever she wants to it. Yet the idea that
conflict with the decision of Roe v. Wade. one has the freedom to do with one’s body
On the local level, district attorneys have as one pleases is clearly contradicted by
prosecuted at least 200 women across the laws such as those against suicide and euU.S. on various charges of fetal abuse. These thanasia. Similarly, one cannot consume
abuses range from drug addiction, alcohol- illegal drugs, nor can one injure oneself to
ism, and other unhealthy behavior that may levels beyond that of humane acceptabilendanger the safety of the unborn. Yet, if ity. This argument is also flawed on another
protecting the fetus from abuses is a con- level, for the body in question is not the
cern of these states, shouldn’t protecting mother’s, but that of the child. Simply bethem from death be their top priority?
cause the umbilical cord is attached to the
Let us examine the logic and rhetoric fetus does not mean that the mother owns it.
behind the abortion rights lobby, as well as To maintain otherwise is to argue along the
the philosophy behind the American laws lines of slave owners, that one human being
can own another. Clearly the fetus is neither
Mr. Tempesta is a sophomore who has not part of the woman’s body, as evidenced by
yet declared a major.
its ability to survive outside of the womb,
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nor is the fetus owned by the woman, lest a
new form of slavery be permitted.
We must also ask ourselves the reasoning behind many abortions. In the 21st
century, American culture is all about convenience, from ordering groceries online to
cell phone e-mailing. Even the termination
of life has become a matter of convenience;
in fact it has become so convenient a woman
can now take just three pills (RU-486) to rid
herself of an impending child. Therefore, it
has become easier to abuse the privilege of
abortion as a convenient manner of birth
control. Instead of abstinence education
and practiced birth control techniques,
some use abortion as simply another method
of ridding themselves of the inconvenience
of child-bearing. That sex feels better without a condom or birth control pills are
expensive and a hassle to take are not reasons to justify the use of abortion as a
reasonable means of birth control. This
“convenience” argument is appalling. As
humans, we cannot allow an unborn child
to be treated as an inconvenience, to be
removed by the wave of a scalpel and the
whoosh of a vacuum. We must look at the
fact that a mother has a living human in her,
not a mass of tissue. We can not and should
not allow her to end this life simply because
it wasn’t planned. The idea of abortion
being a viable alternative to condoms, abstinence, or birth control pills is morally
abhorrent.
The left’s justification of abortion is
ludicrous. Abortion proponents do not provide facts, simply day-old rhetoric and
accusations that pro-lifers are trying to
enslave women and simply make them
baby factories. China limits the number of
children its citizens can bear. Reports have
even surfaced of Chinese governmental
officials using forced abortions to enforce
China’s one-child policy. If pushing forward the idea that it is the woman’s right
to choose is the left’s main argument, why
are leftists silent on the issue of reproductive rights issues in China? Many believe
that with the appointment of John Ashcroft
as Attorney General and the election of
George Bush as President there will be an
attack on abortion privileges; however,
this battle is already being waged on the
local and state levels. America was
founded as a country where unprecedented
liberties would be granted to its citizens;
conspicuously and purposefully omitted
❑
is freedom to kill.
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Gun laws didn't save the seven Wakefield victims.
A gun might have.

Silence of the Lambs
by Andrew Gibbs

W

quickly dissolved. Cowering behind copy
machines and hiding under desks they
pled for their lives. McDermott effortlessly snuffed them out. Were these people
grateful for oppressive gun laws that day?
The criminal mind does not take pity on
the weak and defenseless; it feeds on them,
respecting only superior strength. However, with victim disarmament serving as
a popular cause du jour for legislators,
those possessing the capacity to adequately defend themselves are few and
far between. In states with restrictive gun
laws, violent criminals have little fear of
retribution, as the average citizen cannot
offer much resistance.
Overly strict gun laws do one of two
things. They either render people defenseless against violent crime, or they make
criminals of decent, otherwise law-abiding citizens. Many honest people who
inhabit regions of high crime deem it
unreasonably risky to fall into the former
category and, as a matter of personal preservation, reluctantly choose to enter the
latter group. To obtain a license to carry a
concealed weapon requires a court hearing. Sometimes people are made to wait as
long as two years for a hearing only to
have the judge simply say “no.” Meanwhile, corruption abounds and friends of
politicians are sped through the system,
easily obtaining whatever permits they
desire with minimal effort. For many it has
become a tarnished pearl of wisdom that
“it is better to be judged by twelve of your
peers than to be carried by six of them.”
This perverse situation is not merely irra-

ith a million sob-story-toting moms he began his killing spree. Patrolling the
to the left and as many rifle waving halls with ruthless efficiency, a mechaniNRA members to the right, the moderate cal sense of purpose, and an arsenal convoices of rational thought often fade into sisting of a semiautomatic handgun, a
background static in the gun control con- shotgun, and an AK-47, he systematically
troversy. In the state of Massachusetts, sought out and eliminated seven co-workliberals have come
ers. He then
down hard on gun
set his guns
The criminal mind does not
ownership. The proaside, sat
take pity on the weak and
cess of obtaining a
down and
permit to own and
c a l m l y
defenseless; it feeds on them,
operate a firearm is a
waited for
respecting only superior
long and obscure
the police to
strength. However, with
one. At each step,
take him
stalwart bureaucrats
away.
victim disarmament serving
stand poised and
Why did
as a popular cause du jour
ready to be as unMassachuhelpful and infuriatsetts’ gun
for legislators, those
ing as possible. As a
laws fail?
possessing the capacity to
result, many citizens
After some
adequately defend themselves
who might otherinvestigawise obtain a gun
tion, auare few and far between.
simply choose not to
thorities rego through the
vealed that
hassle. In the eyes of Bay State legislators, McDermott did not have a permit for any
fewer guns mean fewer gun-related casu- of the weapons he was carrying. The recuralties and subsequently a safer environ- ring theme
ment. These proponents of gun control t h a t
then make the logical deduction that they thickheaded
should enact legislation to reduce the l e g i s l a t o r s
number of guns owned by the general fail to recogpopulation. Tragically, they base this ar- nize: if you
gument upon a flawed premise. Few states outlaw guns,
can boast stricter gun laws than Massa- then only outchusetts, and accordingly it should be one laws will have
of the safest places to live. Yet just a few guns.
weeks ago, this fragile façade came crashL i k e
ing down.
lambs to the
Michael McDermott came to work in s l a u g h t e r
a Wakefield, MA office complex just as he went the seven
had everyday. He eased himself into the victims. With
workday, surfing the web a little and chat- no means to
ting with a co-worker. Shortly thereafter resist except
to duck and
Mr. Gibbs is a junior majoring in
run, the illu- An AK-47 like the one above was used in the Wakefield killings.
Gun laws did not stop murderer Michael McDermott.
Computer Engineering.
sion of safety
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tional, but outright unconstitutional.
The Founding Fathers recognized that
the right to own and bear arms is one of the
most fundamental and cherished freedoms.
Aware of the benefits of an armed citizenry, they ensured this freedom for future generations in the Second Amendment. Alas, media scare tactics, demagoguery, and blatant corruption continually chisel away at this freedom. As more
and more civilians find themselves without firearms, conditions in the United
States gradually approach those usually
associated with a police state. This dangerous trend must not continue. Without
Second Amendment rights, all other rights
are merely meaningless strokes of ink on
fragile pieces of paper, easily obliterated
by those in power.
The problem with erosion of freedom
stems from the fact that, in the words of
philosopher David Hume, “it is seldom
that liberty of any kind is lost all at once.”
Like an elusive mist it gradually fades,
leaving those once comfortably ensconced
within it naked and vulnerable. First government started regulating the types of
weapons that one could legally own. Coke
dealers still have machine guns, but the
average citizen gets grilled for owning a
pistol. Now legislators want to implement
a system by which every gun must be
registered with the federal government.
Are criminals going to register guns that
they don’t even have a permit to buy in the

first place? Even scarier, historically reg- times per year, which is three to five
istration of firearms has often preceded en times more often that they are misused by
masse collection of firearms from citi- criminals.”
zens, and in extreme cases has been the
It does not take a rocket scientist to
first step in genocide. Neither before nor realize that the creation and maintenance
since
the
of reasonable gun laws
reign
of
are nontrivial probThere exists no need more
Hitler has the
lems. As with anyworld seen
thing, solutions to eibasic than the ability to
such
a
ther extreme will indefend oneself against
staunch supevitably fail. Just as a
porter of cidespotic police state
violence. Only through
vilian gun
grates on the mind of a
strength can true peace be
control. As
rational thinker, so too
found. Good fences make
unlikely as
would a state in which
those sceone could buy an asgood neighbors.
narios may
sault rifle and a six
be, restricpack under the same
tive gun laws still stand as harbingers of roof with a thirty second waiting period.
tragedy.
Somewhere between these two extreme
Promoters of strict gun laws often cases exists an order under which citizens
tout numbers that at first glance seem to can live in reasonable safety without regustrongly support their arguments. How- lations trampling on their freedoms.
ever, the reality boils down to them tak- People coexist with danger everyday. Auing facts way of context in an attempt to tomobiles have an enormous potential for
sway the casual reader. Popular argu- maiming and killing people. Yet when
ments take the form of “X people died used properly they are useful tools that
this year from accidental firearm dis- improve the quality of life. To gain the
charges.” Yet their numbers begin to right to operate an automobile, one must
pale when taken in the context of the go through some basic training, and subwhole picture. Yes, tragically several sequently pass a test. Upon successful
hundred people in the United States die completion of the test, one is free to operevery year as the result of accidental ate an automobile, just so long as it is done
firearms discharge, but do the left-lean- responsibly. Failure to demonstrate reing talking heads ever mention that even sponsibility results in revocation of the
m o r e license. The government should regulate
p e o p l e gun ownership in the same way. Licensdrown in ing should be a simple process, and govswimming ernment meddling should stay at a minipools? Not mum so long as responsible use is exerl i k e l y . cised. Doing so would afford decent citiThey cer- zens the ability to defend themselves
t a i n l y against violent criminals, as well as enwon’t tell sure the sovereignty of the United States
you about for generations to come.
the study
The Second Amendment delineates
by award- the most crucial freedom guaranteed to
w i n n i n g the citizens of the United States. Stripcriminolo- ping citizens of this right is tantamount to
gists Garl stripping them of their rights to life and
Cleck and liberty. This might strike some people as
Marc Gertz an extreme statement, but if the victims of
that states the Wakefield tragedy could speak today,
“Americans they would not find it unreasonable. There
use guns for exists no need more basic than the ability
self-defense to defend oneself against violence. Only
You talkin' to me?
as often as through strength can true peace be found.
The SOURCE is armed and dangerous.
❑
2.5 million Good fences make good neighbors.
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When it comes to the diversity game, some minorities are
more diverse than others.

Uncle Tom's Cabinet?
by Sam Dangremond

W

hen former President Clinton ap- lic face of conservatism through inclusion.
pointed several minorities to a CabiOf the 14 positions in the Presidential
net that “looks like America,” he received Cabinet, Bush has nominated females or
lavish praise from minority groups. Yet, minorities to seven positions. These nomieight years later, President Bush has re- nations include two African-Americans,
ceived only criticism from these groups one Hispanic, one Arab, two Asians (one of
despite his unprecedented inclusion of mi- whom is a woman), and one white woman.
norities in the
Additionally,
Cabinet. Bush
Bush has apThe expectation that all
has appointed
p o i n t e d
nine people who
Condolezza
African-Americans should
are ethnic miRice, a black
vote Democratic is no less
norities
or
woman, to Naracist than the expectation
women (or both)
tional Security
to top-level
Advisor, and
that they should all be good at
government poChristine Todd
basketball.
sitions. Yet the
Whitman to
airwaves have
head the Envibeen filled only by those opposing John ronmental Protection Agency. This level
Ashcroft or bemoaning the lack of biparti- of minority/female involvement in the
sanship among the appointees. The criti- upper echelon of United States governcism received by Bush’s Cabinet exposes ment is unparalleled, yet this fact has barely
the real intent of those who champion the been acknowledged. There have been no
cause of diversity; their goal is not to pro- celebrations of the first (insert minority
vide role models for aspiring minorities or group) as (insert government position),
to shatter glass ceilings, but rather to use the
race card to justify and maintain liberal
control of government.
Bush first displayed the new face of
conservatism at the Republican National
Convention this past summer. There he
ensured that conservatives of all colors and
sexual preferences would occupy the podium. At the time, this display of diversity
was much derided as an underhanded Republican political move to appeal to groups
that traditionally vote Democratic. Additionally, these conservative minorities were
criticized for not representing the best interests of the mainstream (a.k.a. liberal) minority community. Now that Bush has rightfully ascended to the Presidency, he has
remained committed to changing the pubMr. Dangremond is a sophomore
majoring in Chemical Engineering.
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despite the fact that Bush has set several
precedents.
The defining characteristic of this new
Republican inclusion, as opposed to the
Democrats’ treatment of minorities, is that
each minority was chosen because he or she
was the best person for the job. Under
Clinton, the desire for diversity led to such
failures as Janet Reno, whose mishandling
of Waco and the Elian Gonzales case
brought the Justice Department under intense scrutiny, and Surgeon General
Jocelyn Elders, whose advocacy of schooltaught masturbation was simply an embarrassment. Instead of merely making appointments to appease minority voting
blocks, Bush has chosen leaders in each
field, who happen to be minorities. For
example, Colin Powell’s leadership abilities were clearly demonstrated during the
Gulf War, while Condolezza Rice’s foreign policy expertise shone brilliantly
under George Sr. Other appointees have
been up-and-coming visionaries in their
fields, such as Rod Paige in his work with
the Texas school system and Elaine Chao
in her position with the United Way. The
exemplary records that the minority appointees have behind them clearly show
that they are not victims of tokenism but
will be fully capable of assisting Bush in
leading this nation.
The reaction, or lack thereof, that
Bush’s minority appointees have received
shows the fallacy of the celebrated “virtue”
of diversity. Bush has not been congratulated for his inclusion, but instead attacked
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for promoting the conservative ideals by
which he was elected. Groups such as the
NAACP, the Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, and
NOW have all raised their shrill voices in
opposition to Bush’s Cabinet. In so doing,
they have shown promotion of minority
interests not to be their real goal. Rather,
each of these groups exists in order to use
the political leverage of minorities to promote their liberal agendas. Behind the rallying cry of “diversity,” groups such as
these sell out the votes of minority communities in order to maintain their own special interests and political power to promote big government. Yet when a minority
dares to oppose such left-wing ideas as
affirmative action and big government,
these same groups criticize them.
Non-white political leaders are told by
the likes of Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton
that they must toe the liberal party line in
order to receive the support and votes of the
minority community. When a conservative
minority, such as Colin Powell or Representative J.C. Watts, dissents from the liberal
ranks, they are assailed for not representing
the minority community. Such criticism is
nothing more than a subtle way of calling
such conservatives “Uncle Toms.” The
expectation that minorities should support liberal causes, and to do otherwise
would be to betray their people, is itself
perhaps one of the most racist sentiments
still proclaimed in the political arena. What
is this expectation except a broad generalization of people based on nothing more
than skin color? The expectation that all
African-Americans, for instance, should
vote Democratic is no less racist than the
expectation that they should all be good at
basketball.
President Bush has nominated capable,
knowledgeable conservatives to his Cabinet. These appointees are unified behind
the conservative ideals that won Bush his
office. Yet, suddenly the left has discovered
the value of ideological diversity, and is no
longer able to accuse Republicans of being
a whitewashed party. In this day and age, it
should come as no surprise that some of the
nation’s best conservative leaders are minorities and women. Bush has taken advantage of this fact and has made the public
face of conservatism a diverse one. It is time
that old stereotypes were washed away. No
longer are conservatives only rich white
males, and no longer should minorities be
❑
only liberals.
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California liberals have always been in the dark about
efficient energy production.

Power Failure
by Ezra Klughaupt

I

n the early nineties, a newly elected George avocado juice.
Bush, eager to begin his presidency with
The cause of California’s crisis is not, as
constructive legislation that would sepa- liberal pundits like to assert, a result of the
rate his legacy from that of President Reagan, deregulation of energy markets. In fact,
embarked on one of the most important California’s energy market was never at all
legislative projects of the late twentieth deregulated. A deregulation scheme would
century. The elusive goal was to find a way eliminate state control of utilities and reto enact environmental regulation that place it with an open market in which comwould clean the
petition could flourish
nation’s air without
and new competitors
The Clean Air Act was
crippling
its
could easily join the
proof that conservatism
economy. The result,
market. Instead, Caliand environmentalism
The Clean Air Act, exfornia chose to replace
ceeded all expectaone ineffective set of
need not contradict
tions and is a model
government regulaeach other.
for future policy.
tions with another.
The Clean Air Act
This multi-thousandwas successful because it utilized market page set of regulations may have pacified
forces in order to achieve the goal of a so-called consumer activist groups, but its
cleaner environment, unlike many policies disregard of the most basic economic prinforwarded by various environmental groups ciples doomed it to ultimate failure.
and extremists. Companies were permitted
Governor Gray Davis’ convoluted ento buy and sell the right to pollute, allowing ergy system had all the trademarks of a
companies that could cheaply cut down legislation designed to appease everyone at
pollution to cut emissions beyond what was the expense of its own functionality. It conlegally required, while not forcing busi- tained retail price controls in order to apnesses that were unable to afford to change pease consumer and industry groups, which
into bankruptcy. The result has been an hunger for low electricity prices, while at
America that is both environmentally and the same time created a market for wholesale
economically sound.
electricity with no price controls. However,
Despite the success of the Clean Air this system ignored the laws of supply and
Act, many environmentalists still insist on demand. Fixed retail prices eliminated any
ignoring reality when promoting their cause. incentive for consumers to cut energy conThey have, in a fashion typical of the left, sumption when the supply became insuffiresorted to techniques that ignore the long cient. Wholesale prices continued to go up,
term good in order to pursue their need for and power distributors were forced to sell at
immediate political satiation. Their argu- incredible losses, leading them to bankments are sprinkled with anti-corporate pro- ruptcy. To make matters worse, environpaganda and a hatred for the capitalist sys- mentalists’ protests over the building of any
tem that has made this country great. It is this power plants, even clean and efficient ones,
lack of foresight and blind activism that has has prevented any company from building
left California radicals with no power to a power plant in California for nearly a
microwave their tofu burgers or chill their decade, even as energy consumption has
skyrocketed.
Mr. Klughaupt is a sophomore who has
This crisis could have been prevented
not yet declared a major.
had Governor Davis pushed for open market
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solutions and true deregulation. The history of socialism has proven that regulation
in any form is harmful to the economy.
There simply is no alternative to the free
market in the modern world. In an open
market, newer, more efficient plants would
have been built in order to meet the rising
demand for power. Older and less efficient
coal plants would be replaced, resulting in
cleaner air and plentiful, cheap power for
all. The open market, through competition
and innovation, will always outpace
planned economies that are dictated by
politics and pandering rather than efficiency
and innovation. Liberal ideology encourages the abandonment of the good in exchange for the dream of perfection. The result
is, as demonstrated in California, inefficiency
and eventual collapse. Perfection, of course,
remains an unattainable dream.
The Clean Air Act was proof that conservatism and environmentalism need not
contradict each other. Years ago, had Governor Davis followed Bush’s example and
utilized the open market when attempting
to lower energy prices and help the environment, rather than employ the myopic policies of regulation and the prevention of
power plant construction, California would
enjoy abundant, inexpensive electricity,
produced in modern, environmentally
sound power plants. There would be no
crisis, no requests for a federal bailout, and
no Governor scrambling to blame out-ofstate “profiteers” whose higher wholesale
energy prices are the result of a genuine
scarcity of electricity. Anti-capitalism may
make good speeches and win some votes,
but it is no way to run an economy. As long
as regulation and socialism exist, the question will not be whether or not there will be
❑
another collapse, but when.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
The people never give up their liberties but
under some delusion.
—Edmund Burke
Don’t expect perfect products unless you
are willing to pay for perfection.
—Robert Siegmeister
Commercials are not the only junk food in
the speech market—indeed, when compared
to shallow news reporting, vacuous television shows, or political doublespeak, commercials are not even the most harmful to
mental health.
—Rodney A. Smolla
If the Creator had a purpose in equipping us
with a neck, he surely meant for us to stick
it out.
—Arthur Koestler
An appeaser is one who feeds a crocodile,
hoping it will eat him last.
—Winston Churchill
As a parent, no matter how passionate you
are about public schools, in the final analysis you’re going to do what’s best for your
children.
—Antonio Villaraigosa
If all that Americans want is security they
can go to prison. They’ll have enough to eat,
a bed and a roof over their heads. But if an
American wants to preserve his dignity and
his equality as a human being, he must not
bow his neck to any dictatorial government.
—Dwight Eisenhower
Be thankful we’re not getting all the government we’re paying for.
—Will Rogers
The free market is ugly and stupid, like
going to the mall; the unfree market is just
as ugly and just as stupid, except there is
nothing in the mall and if you don’t go there
they shoot you.
—P.J. O’Rourke

I am an environmentalist, always have
been…and I always will be, to my last
days as president of this great and beautiful country. That’s not inconsistent with
being a businessman. Nor is it with being
a conservative.
—George Bush
I have always been among those who believed that freedom of speech was the
greatest safety, because if a man is a fool,
the best thing to do is to encourage him to
advertise the fact by speaking.
—Woodrow Wilson
I believe there’s something out there
watching over us. Unfortunately, it’s the
government.
—Woody Allen
The Cold War was won because some
giants of our century were bold enough to
confront the ideological virus called communism with a determination unknown to
current generations. It is a great moral
failing of our age that the extent of
communism’s atrocities remains dimly
understood. We know that 6 million perished in the Nazi holocaust. Yet who knows
that the Soviet Union murdered 62 million? Or that China’s dictators have
slaughtered an estimated 38 million? Or
that the communist plague has exacted a
death toll surpassing that of all the wars of
the 20th century combined?
—Edwin Feulner
If you will refrain from telling lies about
the Republican Party, I’ll promise not to
tell the truth about the Democrats.
—Senator Chauncey Depew
Is it really so surprising that a nation that
has spent the last 30 years telling itself
that right and wrong are relative concepts
should be producing children who can’t
tell the difference?
—Mona Charen

Successful education shows what is possible, whether in charter schools, private
schools, military schools or home-schooling. The challenge is to provide more escape hatches from failing public schools,
not only to help those students who escape,
but also to force these institutions to get
their act together before losing more students and jobs.
—Thomas Sowell
Somehow liberals have been unable to acquire from birth what conservatives seem to
be endowed with at birth: namely, a healthy
skepticism of the powers of government to
do good.
—Daniel Moynihan
The point to remember is that what the
government gives, it must first take away.
—John S. Coleman
Arms discourage and keep the invader and
plunderer in awe, and preserve order in the
world as well as property. Horrid mischief
would ensue were the law-abiding deprived
of the use of them.
—Thomas Paine
Wise men profit more from fools more than
fools from wise men; for the wise men shun
the mistakes of fools, but fools do not imitate the successes of the wise.
—Cato the Elder
If you want to understand your government,
don’t begin by reading the Constitution. It
conveys precious little of the flavor of
today’s statecraft. Instead, read selected
portions of the Washington telephone directory containing listings for all the organizations with titles beginning with the
word ‘National.’
—George Will
No nation has ever taxed itself into
prosperity.
—Rush Limbaugh

